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Administrivia

- Minutes: Aleksi Suhonen
- Jabber Scribe: Suresh Krishnan
- Please sign blue sheets
Agenda

- Agenda bashing 05 min
- Document Status 05 min
- Node Requirements Update 15 min
- Line Identification in RS messages 10 min
- Line Identification in NS messages 10 min
- IPv6 Address Text Representation 15 min
- UDP Tunnel Transport Mode 15 min
- Address Selection Policy Conflicts 15 min
- Address Selection Design Team Update 15 min
Document Status

- Overlapping Fragments
  - WG Last Call complete. Ready to advance

- Node Requirements Update
  - Active - discussions ongoing on mailing list

- Address Selection Solution
  - Active - new version posted July 2nd

- IPv6 Subnet Model
  - WG Last Call ended July 10, 2008
  - Several revisions since Last Call (-05)
  - Open issue with on-link assumptions